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Don’t forget to pre-register
The countdown is now on for welcoming in the New Year and hopefully you have your resolutions in
order for 2016! First on your list is to attend Harrogate Christmas & Gift from 10 th to 13th January.
The show promises to be an absolute bumper event this year with over 20 brand new exhibitors
with some stunning new gift ranges.
If you haven't already received your registration email, please register now by clicking here - it’s free
and will ensure you can enter the halls quickly without having to queue. For detailed information
about the fair, please visit www.harrogatefair.com

Favourite with a twist
Christmas Charades Game is a family favourite with a festive twist and the brainchild of Gill Clark,
inspired after trying to find a Christmas version of
the game without success. Gill explains: “Making
my festive version hasn’t been easy and there has
been many hurdles to overcome, but I’m really
pleased with the finished result and feedback so
far has been fantastic.”
The Game comes in a sparkly presentation box
which contains a velvet Santa’s sack with 80
Christmas charades cards, a timer, notepad, pencil
and action/rule card – with the loser having to
wash the Christmas dishes!”
Visit Christmas Charades Game on Stand QS72

Perfectly personal
Global Journey will be launching its exciting new personalised Christmas Book and CD product. Well
known Christmas songs together
with two Christmas stories,
introduced by Father Christmas
himself, to enthral kids aged 2 - 6.
Hearing their name mentioned on
the CD will keep the child's
attention throughout and ensure
they will want to listen to their
very own CD and read their book
time and time again.
Visit Global Journey on stand A14
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Tree technology
National Tree Company, a family business now in its 59th year,
continues to bring innovative products and technologies to
market, including Memory Shape® Christmas trees with no shaping
necessary, Dual Color® 9 Function LED light sets that are multifunctional and change from warm white to multi-color lights with a
touch of a foot pedal, as well as its most recent innovation, the
PowerConnect™ light system which features the electrical
connections for the light sets inside the center pole creating a no
fuss Christmas tree that will illuminate by simply putting the tree
sections together.
Along with its UK distributor, Norfolk Leisure, the continues to
strive to meet its customers’ every need and take great pride in
not only the quality of its products but exceptional customer
service as well!
Visit National Tree Company on Stand B15.

